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Abstract
This thesis has been done at the company MarineDiesel Sweden, which is currently developing a
diesel-powered outboard engine. The focus of the thesis is to design and size a trim/tilt-suspension
unit, which secures the outboard to the boat. This system allows adjustments to be done to the
outboard while driving in order to achieve better performance and a smoother ride.
The methods used in this thesis are brainstorming/concept generation, concept selection, load
analyses, CAD-modeling and FEM-analyses. One concept was chosen to proceed with, and further
development was carried out. This involved design loops due to feedback from the company as well
as the results from the FEM-analyses.
The final result is a complete suspension unit, modeled and calculated strength wise, in order for it to
fulfill the demands set on it. Four major parts were investigated using FEM, and analyzed in order to
keep the stresses low as well as eliminating unnecessary material and thereby reducing weight. The
material selected is aluminum, which is lightweight and possible to cast in order to produce complex
geometries.

Sammanfattning
Examensarbetet har utförts på företaget MarineDiesel Sweden, som nu utvecklar en dieseldriven
utombordsmotor. Arbetets fokus har varit att ta fram en trim/tilt-upphängning, som håller motorn
på plats på båten.
Metoder som har använts är brainstorming/konceptgenerering, konceptutvärdering, lastanalyser,
CAD-modellering samt FEM-analyser. Ett koncept valdes ut och utvecklades vidare, dels genom
feedback från företaget, och dels genom resultaten från FEM-analyserna.

Slutresultatet är en upphängning som är modellerad och dimensionerad för att möta de krav som har
ställts av företaget. Fyra huvudkomponenter undersöktes med hjälp av FEM och analyserades för att
hålla spänningsnivåerna låga samt för att ta bort onödigt material och därmed spara vikt. Aluminium,
som är både lätt och gjutbart, valdes som material i komponenterna.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Vocabulary
The components in an outboard suspension are known by certain names on the outboard market.
For simplicity, the same names will be used in this paper.
A small vocabulary is presented below to help the reader understand the different terms.
Stern- The stern is the rear end of a boat
Transom - The transom is the part of the stern where the outboard motor usually is placed. It is often
reinforced by some kind of sheet metal to avoid tearing of the screws through the boats hull.
Transom mount - The transom mount is the part of the suspension which is attached to the transom
of the boat and holds everything in place. It is secured by resting on top of the transom, as well as by
screws through the transom wall. This locks the transom mount in all directions. An outboard
suspension consists of two transom mounts, which are mirrored about the centerline of the boat.
Saddle - The saddle is often attached to the transom mounts by the axle on top of the mount. The
saddle is often the component through which the steering axle runs. The saddle is able to rotate
around the upper axle in order to change the angle between the outboard and the stern of the boat.
It is often the component which the rest of the outboard rests on.
Leading edge – The leading edge of a propeller is the edge which leads the way and cuts through the
water.
Trailing edge – The trailing edge of a propeller is the opposite of the leading edge, which means that
it is the last part of the propeller to cut through the water.
Pitch – The pitch of a propeller is the distance it travels through water if it rotates 360 degrees.
Skew – The skew of a propeller is the slope the leading edge of the propeller forms in relation to a
vertical plane seen from the rear of the propeller in its axial direction.
Rake - The rake of a propeller is the slope the leading edge of the propeller forms in relation to a
vertical plane seen from the side of the propeller.

1.2 Background
1.2.1 About outboard engines
Outboard engines for marine applications have been around for many decades, providing a space
efficient, lightweight solution for the propulsion of smaller boats. Outboard engines are commonly
used for boats up to a maximum length of around 10 m. Larger boats are instead equipped with
inboard engines which are bigger and heavier, but offers more power.
The majority of the outboards on the market are petrol driven, with the exception of a small number
of prototype outboards driven by alternative fuels and smaller diesel driven outboards, such as
Klaxon Diesel Outboards (Klaxon Diesel Outboards 2013). However, there is no diesel driven
outboard engines in the larger outboard category around 200 horsepower.
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A marine outboard engine is basically an engine mounted on top of a vertical axle which transmits
torque from the engine to a horizontal axle which drives a propeller(see figure 1). There are different
variants of outboards, which differs somewhat in engine installation. The most common variant is
where the engines crankshaft is placed vertical, but there are also some outboards where the engine
is placed horizontally. In these outboards, a gearbox is needed to transfer the torque from the engine
into a vertical rotation.
Independent of the engine installation, another gearbox is used to transfer the torque from the
vertical axle to the propeller axle.

Figure 1. Basic drawing of an outboard engine and its components (Wikipedia 2013).

There are outboards ranging from 2 to 350 horsepower on the market today, covered by market
leaders such as Yamaha or Mercury (Mercury Marine 2012). There are also bigger outboard engines
manufactured in a small scale, such as the Seven Marine 557, which is powered by a larger V8 engine
with 557 horsepower (Seven Marine 2013).
It is common to mount more than one outboard at the stern of the boat, in order to get more power
as well as a higher reliability. This is especially common for large RIB-boats which are the main focus
of the Marine Diesel outboard.
RIB stands for Rigid-inflatable boat, which is a boat with a glass-fiber reinforced plastic hull, and a
inflatable tube around the circumference of the boat. This gives the boat better stability and
increases the safety as it can remain floating even as water floods the hull (Wikipedia 2013).
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1.2.2 About Marine Diesel Sweden
The company Marine Diesel Sweden is working with marine conversions of diesel engines for the
automobile market. The main focus is larger inboard engines, but they have recently started a
development project regarding diesel-powered outboard engines suitable for boats around 7 meters
to fill the gap in the outboard market and aims to reach the market in a couple of years. The main
focus for the company is to develop a rugged, durable outboard for RIB-boats used in different
offshore applications. The outboard will primarily be used in saltwater, which puts the corrosion
resistance and general longevity of the outboard to the test.

1.2.3 About trim/tilt-systems
The outboard engine is connected to the rear of the boat via a trim/tilt suspension system. The
suspension system transfers the thrust generated by the propeller to the boat which drives it
forward. The trim/tilt system allows the outboard to be tilted up completely out of the water as well
as to be trimmed in and out in relation to the stern of the boat.
The tilt function is used to lift the outboard out of the water when it is not used, to avoid growth of
barnacles and other sea-living organisms. It is important to keep the lower gear housing clean in
order to avoid unnecessary drag which increases the fuel consumption and lowers the speed.
The trimming is necessary during acceleration, as the front of the boat rises and the outboard angle
is changed. It is desired that the propeller axle is horizontal at all times to avoid the thrust to be
divided into a vertical and a horizontal component. The trim system is also necessary during use in
rough sea, as the driver of the boat can keep the thrust horizontal while the boat is thrown up and
down by the waves.

1.2.4 Vibrations
The outboard is a source of vibrations which might carry over to the boat if there is no proper
damping. There are two main sources to the vibrations, one being the engine itself. The other source
is the propeller, which causes vibrations while turning due to cavitation.
Cavitation is a serious problem which can lead to damage to the propeller blades. It is crucial to
minimize cavitation both in order to reduce vibrations and to avoid damage to the propeller blades.
When rotating, the propeller gives rise to a high pressure zone and a low pressure zone. This is due
to the shape of the propeller blades, which are curved in a certain way. This shape forces the water
to travel a longer distance at one side compared to the other which leads to the pressure difference.
The most common type of cavitation occurs when the pressure drops below the vapor pressure of
the fluid, in this case water. This causes bubbles of water vapor to form at the leading edge of the
propeller blade, the size and number of bubbles depends on the surface roughness of the blade
(Gopalan et al. 1999). The vapor bubbles move across the blade until they reach the trailing edge
where they rupture, damaging the blade as well as causing vibrations to the propeller (Gopalan et al.
1999).
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1.2.5 Cavitation
There is a number of studies regarding cavitation and how to reduce it. It has been shown that by
altering the design of the propeller blades, the cavitation problems can be reduced significantly
(Bertetta et al. 2012). The design of a propeller involves a number of parameters, such as the pitch,
the skew and the rake. By changing one or more of these parameters, the cavitation can be greatly
reduced (Bertetta et al. 2012). This in turn leads to less vibration and in the end, a smoother boat
ride. There are also other solutions to cavitation problems, such as surface piercing propellers, which
are shaped in such a way that their leading edge is very sharp, while the trailing edge is thick. This
leads to the formation of another type of vapor bubbles which extend far beyond the trailing edge
before their rupture (Young et al. 2011). However, surface piercing propellers are not suitable for
outboard engines which operate with its lower gear case and propeller fully submerged. Also, there
are other drawbacks with surface piercing propellers which make them less suitable for outboard
applications, such as higher local stresses and more exposure to fatigue and vibrations as they leave
and reenter the water. For this reasons, SPP:s are most commonly used in high speed applications,
instead of rugged offshore applications which is the case for this thesis.

Figure 2. Illustration and image of cavitation at the tip and base of the propeller blades (Bertetta et al. 2012).

1.2.6 Vibration damping
Besides reducing the vibrations directly by addressing the source, such as reducing cavitation, there
are a number of ways to reduce or dampen the vibrations before they reach the boat. This can be
done by designing the propeller to incorporate certain damping properties. It has been shown that
fiber-reinforced polymer composites (FRPC) can be used to make propeller with certain vibration
damping properties. Depending on what kind of fiber used to reinforce the plastic, and depending on
the lamination and stacking sequence, the damping of the propeller can be improved or tuned (Hong
et al. 2011).
The damping properties of different fiber-reinforced polymer composites can also be used in
structural parts to reduce vibrations. Often, the structural parts in different engine mounts and
adjacent components are made by steel or aluminum which can be considered to be rigid and unable
to reduce any vibrations. The FRPC can be seen as a viscoelastic material thanks to its polymer
matrix, which enables it to reduce vibrations by taking up energy during shear deformation (Attipou
et al. 2012).
Another way to achieve the desired damping is by the involvement of different types of rubber
4

dampers or bushings. It is common to mount the engines in cars with rubber bushing in order to
reduce the vibrations. These dampers are designed to absorb vibrations at certain frequencies,
among others the eigenfrequency of the engine, which is the most noticeable vibration in a normal
passenger car. In other situations, the dampers must be able to reduce vibrations with different
frequencies, due to the variation in engine speed. In these applications, so called active dampers can
be used. These dampers are able to reduce vibrations with different frequencies, which arise
depending on the working condition of the vibration source. There are many variants of active
vibration dampers, some very advanced with large adjustment possibilities, often at the price of high
energy consumption, while others are simpler. One simple active damping device can be seen as a
one directional system where a cantilever beam is locked in placed at one end and attached to a
mass at the other end. The frequency damping variation is achieved through an adjustable preload to
the beam using a spring and a screw (Keye et al. 2008). These simple dampers can be used where
there are a limited number of frequencies at which the vibrations need to be reduced, such as an
outboard engine.

Figure 3. Illustration of the active damper mentioned above (Keye et al. 2008).

Previous experiments on diesel engines suited for marine applications show that there is a
fundamental frequency causing vibrations with two additional harmonics that follow the first
frequency. This means that by reducing the first frequency, the harmonics follow with the same
vibration reduction. The means of reducing the vibrations on these diesel engines have been by
attaching a vibrating mass at each engine mount. This causes interference between the vibrations of
the vibrating masses and the engine itself, thereby reducing the vibrations in total (Orivouri et al.
2012).
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2. Problem definition
2.1 Aim
The aim of this thesis is to use previously acquired knowledge in a design process which focuses
mainly on the following steps:








Generating different concepts of the trim/tilt suspension system
Evaluating the different concepts and choose what to proceed with
Making CAD-models of the chosen concepts for further evaluation
Estimating forces acting on the chosen concept
Selecting proper material for the trim/tilt suspension system using a material selection
process
Analyzing the different parts of the chosen concept using FEM-analysis regarding the forces
acting on them
Optimizing the weight of the individual parts based on the results from the FEM-analyzes.

2.2 Goal
The goal is to present evaluated concepts and to propose a design to proceed with. This design
should have gone through a sizing process and is to be presented with complete CAD-drawings.

2.3 Method
The work will be done by brainstorming sessions, concept generation and evaluation, material
selection using CES-Edupack, CAD-modeling, sizing using FEM-analyses, evaluation of FEM-results
and loops in the design process.

2.4 Demands
The following demands are set for the suspension to fulfill:











It must secure the outboard to the stern of the boat
The manufacturing cost should be kept as low as possible
It must be as light as possible, no heavier than the suspension systems of competitors
It must allow trimming of the outboard from -6 to 10 degrees from a vertical line
It must withstand the forces acting upon it during use
It must allow the outboard to be tilted up 70 degrees from a horizontal line
It must allow the outboard to turn a maximum of 30 degrees left and right, 60 degrees
overall, with incorporated safety stops to avoid oversteering
It must withstand corrosive environments
It must be able to secure the outboard in a tilted position during transportation
It must be stiff enough to withstand substantial elastic deformation which might affect the
performance i.e. the Young’s modulus must be higher than 50 GPa

Some of these demands are more important than others, based on the focus of the company to
reach the market. This means that extra focus will be put on keeping the costs down, and making it
realizable in real life.
6

3. Method
3.1 Concept generation
When the demands have been set up, the first step of a design process is to start to think broad with
an open mind and generate as many concepts as possible. A number of different concepts have been
generated during the first steps of the construction process, in order to be able to evaluate and rank
them. The ranking process is very thorough in order to make sure that the concept chosen to
proceed with is the one which best fulfills the demands.
The concept generation has been done by brainstorming, and by benchmarking different known
solutions on the market today.

3.2 Concept selection
The concepts are evaluated and ranked in several steps, beginning with the elimination matrix to
decide what concepts to proceed with. In this step, a number of criteria’s are set and the concepts
are evaluated whether they fulfill the demands or not. Some concepts may require more information
before a decision can be made. This step requires a main problem to me defined. In this case, the
main problem is to secure the outboard to the boat with tilting possibilities.
The next step is the Relative decision matrix in order to rank the remaining concepts. This is done by
selecting one of the concepts as a reference concept and comparing the others to it according to a
number of criteria’s. If one concept fulfills a criterion better than the reference concept, it will be
assigned a positive sign (+). If it is equal to the reference, it will be assigned a neutral sign (0), and if it
don’t fulfill the criteria as good as the reference concept, it will be awarded a negative sign (-).
The last step is the concept scoring, where the criteria’s are weighted relative to each other
(Johanneson et al. 2004).

3.3 Material selection
The chosen concept must go through a material selection process in order for an appropriate
material to be selected for the components and to be able to go through with the FEM-analyses. This
is done in the program CES Edupack. The given demands are used to perform a basic screening,
where a small number of materials are chosen as possible materials for the components. The
remaining materials are then compared to each other based on the demands, to see how well they
match and what compromises that eventually needs to be done in order to select one suitable
material.
In order for the demands to be used in the screening, it must be translated into useful input to the
program. In order to keep the weight down, a low density is desired. The price needs to be low, and
the material need to be easy to shape, either by casting, forging or molding. These are the preferable
manufacturing methods given the requirements stated above.
By adding a limit in the first stage, all materials with a Young’s modulus below 50 GPa are removed.
The limit is also set to exclude materials with poor castability. A second selection process needs to be
done for materials with poor moldability instead, as it is hard to include both criteria’s in the same
7

limit. There would be no materials left, as the program would eliminate any material which has poor
castability or moldability. The same applies to materials with good formability, which therefore also
requires a separate selection process.
The next stage is to plot the remaining materials from each limiting stage in a graph with the two
variables density and price on the y-and the x-axis respectively. This gives an overview of the possible
materials where the best suited materials are found in the lower left corner, where both variables
are minimized. The possible materials in the graph can then be listed and ranked, and all the
advantages and disadvantages are set against each other.
When one material has been chosen of the remaining alternatives, more focus can be aimed at
potential alloys or varieties of the given material. This is done by searching material databases such
as CES Edupack or Matweb.

3.4 Load analysis
In order for the suspension to be analyzed using FEM, the forces acting on it must first be identified.
What is known at the beginning is the estimated total weight of the outboard, which exerts a
downward force due to gravity.

where m is the mass of the outboard and g is the gravitation in m/s.
The second force to be estimated is the force generated by the propeller, the thrust. This can be
calculated if the power of the outboard and the velocity of the boat are known. The largest possible
thrust is reached at the engines power peak. To be precise, this would require the power curve of the
engine. However, we can approximate the power peak at engine speeds around 4000 rpm. The gear
ratio between the crankshaft and the propeller axle is 1:1. This means that the propeller will rotate
4000 times per minute. The propeller speed combined with the pitch of the propeller determines the
distance travelled per minute, which is the speed of the boat. The pitch of the propeller is 23 inches,
which is an average pitched propeller suitable for different driving conditions.
To calculate the distance travelled per minute, the pitch first needs to be converted to meters,
knowing that 1 inch equals 25,4 mm or 0,0254 m.
Secondly, the distance travelled per minute is calculated.

where p is the pitch of the propeller and

is the speed of the propeller rotations.

This distance need to be converted into speed, which is done by dividing by 60, since the unit of
speed is measured in meters per second, not meters per minute.
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The engine power is given in horsepower, instead of kW, which is what is used in the calculations.
Therefore, the power needs to be recalculated using a conversion factor. 1 kw equals 1,36 hp (Björk,
2011).

where

is the power measured in horsepower and P is the power in kW.

To calculate the thrust, the formula to calculate power

is used in a rewritten format, where F is the thrust, is the velocity of the boat and P is the power
generated by the engine. The power and velocity are known factors, leaving the force, or thrust,
unknown.

All of the power generated by the engine does not transfer into useful energy. This is due to losses in
the transmission of the outboard as well as losses due to propeller slip. The efficiency of a propeller
is usually around 0.7-0.8(Olsen, 2003). In this thesis, the propeller efficiency is set to be 0.7.
The estimated combined efficiency of the gearbox and the lower gearbox house on the outboard is
estimated to be 0.9. The power driving the propeller axle is therefore reduced to

where

is the power generated by the engine without losses.

The efficiency of the propeller reduces the distance travelled through the water and subsequently
also the speed due to slip. The speed is recalculated to

where v is the speed of the boat with losses included.
By knowing these two forces which directly acts on the outboard, a force equilibrium analysis can be
done (see figure 4). This can be used to estimate the forces acting on the different parts of the
outboard. There are joints around which moment equilibriums can be set up. This gives us forces
acting on every component given that the levers are known. At this first step, the lever lengths can
be estimated.
The force analysis is made in two steps where the first step concerns the complete outboard with the
thrust and the weight of the outboard as known forces. This result in data which is used as input to a
new force analysis, which is more focused on the saddle, and is more detailed compared to the first
step (see figure 5).
This equilibrium analyses results in a system of equations, where the relevant forces appear as
unknown variables. This can be solved using a CAS-calculator. Once the equations have been solved,
the forces acting on the suspension are known, and the FEM-analyses can be introduced.
9

Figure 4. Basic drawing of the initial force analysis step and the loads acting on the outboard in general.

The system of equations derived from figure 4 is shown below.

Where T is the thrust generated by the propeller and Ft is the gravitational force acting on the
outboard.
As the system above is in equilibrium,

is assumed to be zero.

This equations gives us the unknown forces

and

from the known forces.

This is carried over to the second force analysis, where the forces above are involved.
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Figure 5. Basic drawing of the second force analysis step and the loads acting on the saddle and suspension.

The system of equations is shown below.
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The system above is assumed to be in a state of equilibrium, which leads to a zero value of the
moment around A.

Another load analysis needed is the moment generated around the steering axle in case of an instant
turn at full thrust. By approximating that the precise moment the outboard tosses round, the thrust
is still aimed forward, but the gear housing of the outboard is turned 30 degrees. This gives a
reaction force opposite to the thrust, but at this moment, acting on the tip of the gear housing (see
figure 6).

Figure 6. Drawing of the approximative load case where the outboard tosses 30 degrees.

(

)

where l is the length from the centerline to the point where the force acts.
(

)

where F is the force acting on the gear housing, and M is the moment around the steering axle.
This approximation results in a moment around the steering axle, which is used later in the FEManalyses.
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3.5 FEM-simulations
The simulations have been done with linear elastic materials, in order to simplify the calculations.
This means that no plasticity is shown in the results, and that the stresses need to be monitored
manually. Independent of whether or not plasticity is used in the simulations, the stresses reach the
same levels, as long as the geometry analyzed remains unchanged. As long as the stresses are below
the yield strength of the material, there is no risk of plasticity.
The materials used in the simulations are based on the result of the material selection described in
section 3.3.
The elements used in the simulations are quadratic tetrahedrons, used because of their accuracy and
tendency to converge in three-dimensional bodies. Selecting the proper element type is important in
order for the results of the simulations to be within a reasonable margin of error (Benzley et al.
1995).
When working with FEM-analyses, it is important to be thorough in order to achieve credible results.
This is done by doing several analyses with the same load cases, but with a refinement of the mesh
with every new analysis. One usually begins with a rough mesh, in order to see a first draft of the
stresses. If the stresses are too high, there is no need to do a second analysis with a finer mesh.
Instead, the geometry of the part needs to be reworked in order to address the stress
concentrations. Once the stress levels reach an acceptable level, the mesh can be refined and the
analysis can be redone.
This is done over again until the relevant stresses in the part converge, and reach a stable level. As
long as the stresses increase when the mesh is refined, the process needs to be continued until a
stable stress is reached.
In some cases, analyses have been done on assemblies instead of parts. This is more complicated and
takes more time and computer power, and not necessarily more accurate than analyzing one part at
a time. However, in some cases, it may still be more interesting to analyze an assembly. This is the
case regarding screw joints. The screws need the right pretension to perform as desired and to avoid
high stresses. This requires the FEM analyses to work in two steps, the first one adding the
pretension to the screws, and the second on adding the load to the part.
Once the stresses have reached an acceptable level and are stable regardless of mesh size, the
analysis can be considered completed and useful in further work. The next step is to evaluate if the
results are satisfying enough for the part to be considered finished. This is done by taking several
criteria into account. In this case, the weight of the part is especially important. The part may be
designed in such a way that the stresses are well below the limit, but also heavier than desired. In
that case, a rework of the part is needed to see where weight can be cut without losing strength.
The boundary conditions used in the simulations are based on the loads derived from the load
analysis, as well as analysis of how the parts will be mounted to the outboard. This gives an image of
what degrees of freedom might be applicable in each simulation, if the part is locked both in
translation and rotation or just one of them, or locked in just one direction or angular direction.
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The boundary conditions are very important for the simulation to be useful. If the degrees of
freedom are incorrect, the simulation may still be credible regarding stresses, but useless in this
design study. This is because of the importance to put the parts in their relevant context. A part may
be able to rotate freely around an axis in a certain direction when it is mounted to the outboard and
this requires the part to be able to rotate in a similar way in the simulation.
Different boundary conditions have been applied to the different parts during the analyses. This is to
recreate the real conditions as much as possible. Some are locked in all directions, while some are
locked in translation but free to rotate, and some are free to translate in one or another direction.
In the case of assemblies, different boundary conditions are applied to different parts. This is to
ensure proper interaction between the different parts in the assembly. Still, at least on part in the
assembly is held in place by locking all degrees of freedom. This is to avoid unreasonable
displacements in a direction without proper constraining.

4. Concept generation
When the demands have been set up, the first step of a design process is to start to think broad with
an open mind and generate as many concepts as possible. A number of different concepts have been
generated during the first steps of the construction process, in order to be able to evaluate and rank
them. The ranking process is very thorough in order to make sure that the concept chosen to
proceed with is the one which best fulfills the demands.
The concept generation has been done by brainstorming, and by benchmarking of different known
solutions on the market today.
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4.1 Concept 1
Concept 1 involves a large saddle, through which a steering axle runs, with two joints, one for the tilt
cylinder and one for the trim cylinder. The saddle rests on the transom mount which is rounded to
allow the saddle to pivot around it. To trim the outboard in and out, the tilt cylinder pushes the lever
and changes the angle of the saddle while the tilt cylinder is locked in motion. When tilting, the tilt
cylinder lifts the complete saddle and pivots it around the trim cylinder joint. The steering is operated
through a standard steering system with a hydraulic cylinder acting on a horizontal lever (see figure 7
and 8).
+ Protects the hydraulic components from the water
+ The saddle-rest/transom mount secures the outboard in height even if the cylinders fail
+ Simple mechanics
- Complicated geometry
- Space consuming

Figure 7. Basic drawing of concept 1.
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Figure 8. More detailed view of concept 1. The transom is shown in red, which is where the suspension is attached to the
boat, the tilt cylinder is shown in blue, the trim cylinder is shown in yellow and the saddle through which the steering
axle runs is shown in green. The view is from the side, with the front end of the boat facing to the left and the water
facing down.
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4.2 Concept 2
Concept 2 involves a saddle with the steering axle placed in the same way as concept 1, where the
steering axle runs through the saddle vertically. It has two large hydraulic cylinders connected to it,
which enables both the trimming and the tilting of the outboard. As the saddle is tilted, so is the
steering axle. By tilting the steering axle, the outboard dynamics changes with the steering axle
angle. The outboard will always pivot around the centerline of the boat with this solution (see figure
9 and 10).
+ Space efficient
+ Two cylinders working simultaneously, safer if one fails
+ Lifting capacity
+ Cylinders used as dampers
- Same cylinders used for both trim and tilt, more complex software steering to control the hydraulic
pump
- Heavy cylinders

Figure 9. Basic drawing of concept 2.
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Figure 10. More detailed sketch of concept 2 seen from the side. The two trim/tilt-cylinders are shown in blue. The
transom is shown in red and the saddle with the steering axle is shown in green. The pivot point of the saddle is up to the
left.
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4.3 Concept 3
Concept 3 is similar to concept 2, as it involves two larger cylinders which acts both as trim and tilt
cylinders. The difference is that the outboard is attached to a smaller saddle, which does not involve
the steering axle. Instead, the steering axle is fixed in a certain angle at all times. This result in a
different movement of the outboard as it is trimmed compared to concept 2. The outboard does not
pivot around the centerline, but instead swings out towards the side of the stern as it is turned (see
figure 11 and 12).
+ Space efficient
+ Smaller, lighter saddle-design
+ Two cylinders working simultaneously, safer if one fails
+ Better steering dynamics?
+ Damping possibilities in the hydraulic cylinders
- Same problems as concept 2 regarding pump programming
- Heavy cylinders
-Large swivel radius when outboard is tilted up, possible risk for body injury

Figure 11. Basic drawing of concept 3.
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Figure 12. More detailed sketch of concept 3. The transom is shown in red, the top of the steering axle, is shown in
yellow, and the saddle, to which the outboard itself is attached, is shown in green. The combined trim/tilt-cylinders are
shown in blue. The difference between concept 3 and concept 2 is that the steering axle is locked in a certain angle for
concept 3.
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4.4 Concept 4
Concept 5 involves a large tilt cylinder and two smaller trim cylinders. The tilt cylinder is locked with
an axis to the saddle while the saddle rests on the trim cylinder pistons. When the outboard is tilted
all the way up, the trim pistons stay at their outermost position until the outboard is tilted back down
again. The steering axle runs through the saddle and follows it up as it is tilted (see figure 13 and 14).
+ Separate hydraulic cylinders for trim and tilt, easier hydraulic system with a single pump, constant
flow
+ Precise trimming possibilities due to triple cylinder configuration
+ Fast tilt due to large flow through tilt cylinder when trim cylinders reach top dead center
+ Compact cylinder package, no space occupied in front of outboard
+ Standard steering attachment possibilities
+ Trim cylinders acting as a safety catch
- Heavy saddle
- Three cylinders, heavier package

Figure 13. Basic drawing of concept 5.
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Figure 14. More detailed sketch of concept 4. The trim cylinders are shown in yellow, and the tilt cylinder is shown in
blue. The transom is shown in red and the saddle is shown in green.

4.5 Concept 5
Concept 5 is a further development of concept 1, with some influences of concept 3, with the
steering axle incorporated into the trim/tilt package (see figure 15 and 16). The saddle rest including
the cylinders is free to rotate around an axis which is connected to the transom mount. Two
horizontal cylinders are placed perpendicular to the boats motion vector, which work together to
turn the complete trim/tilt package by pushing and pulling a lever (see figure 17 and 18).
+ Hydraulic cylinders placed far from the water
+ Simple mechanics like concept 1
+ No need for conventional steering system
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+ Large lever for the steering, possible to use smaller cylinders and still achieving the same torque
around the steering axle
- Space consuming
- Complicated geometry
- Large number of hydraulic cylinders
- Difficult to program hydraulic system for both trim/tilt and steering

Figure 15. Basic drawings of the tilting function of concept 6.

Figure16. Basic drawing of the steering function of concept 6.
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Figure 17. Basic drawing of concept 6.
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Figure 18. More detailed sketch of concept 5. The basics are the same as concept 1, with the trim cylinder in yellow and
the tilt cylinder in blue. The difference is that the steering axle is locked to the transom instead of being tilted out
together with the saddle. This gives concept 5 similar properties as concept 3 regarding steering. The purple part in the
figure is the saddle rest, which turns with the suspension in this concept.
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5. Vibration damping concepts
The vibration damping is a vital part of the outboard suspension. There are a number of possible
solutions, some well proven, and others less so. The damper concepts have been generated in the
same way as above.

5.1 Rubber Dampers
Rubber dampers are used by a majority of the outboard manufacturers today. They consist of a bolt
running axially through a rubber bushing (see figure 19). They are mounted in such a way that the
thrust is damped axially, which is the main damping direction. The other two directions are thereby
less effectively damped, but the vibrations may not be as severe in those directions either. In those
cases, if the vibration nature is known, the rubber dampers are a good solution. The rubber dampers
are attached to the saddle by tightening the bolt with a nut, which requires sizing calculations to the
screw joint in order for it to withstand the forces exerted on it.

Figure 19. CAD-drawing of rubber damper.

5.2 Rubber bushings
Some outboard models are equipped with rubber bushings similar to those used in the automotive
industry to mount the engine. This is a proven way to reduce vibrations in cars, but not as common in
the marine industry. They are similar to the rubber damper above, the only difference being that the
attachment has been rotated 90 degrees in relation to the bushing itself (see figure 20). They can be
designed in such a way that the stiffness varies depending on direction by varying the rubber
thickness. Depending on which trim/tilt-concept is chosen, the placement of the rubber bushings
may vary. They may be placed horizontally to isolate the engine from the rest of the outboard, or
vertical to isolate the complete outboard from the saddle and the rest of the suspension system.
The rubber bushings are effective at damping vibrations in two directions, but are less effective in
axial damping. Some care need to be taken when placing them in order to damp the desired
vibrations.
The bushings have a simpler design with fewer parts compared to the damper, making it more
economical to manufacture and replace.
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Figure 20. CAD-drawing of a common rubber bushing. The shape of the rubber allows the bushing to have different
damping properties in different directions.

5.3 Active vibration damping
Instead of rubber bushing or dampers, the suspension could be equipped with an active vibration
damper, which could be tuned to frequencies corresponding to the most severe vibrations. This is a
more complicated solution compared to the two above, but also more effective at certain
frequencies. Also, since the active damper is more complicated, it may require a more protected
placement.

5.4 Vibration damping in transom mount
Another option regarding vibration damping is to simply let the transom mount be a vibration
damper in itself. This demands certain properties from the material, as mention before. It would
require the transom mount to be manufactured from a material with some kind of viscoelastic
properties, such as a FRPC.
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6. Steering arm/bushing holder concepts
The steering axle and the steering arm must be connected in some way in order for the turning
motion to be transferred to the outboard. Depending on what concept is chosen for the suspension
system in general, and what concept is chosen regarding vibration damping, there are a couple of
possible concepts regarding the steering arm.

6.1 Steering arm and steering axle permanently joined
One concept is to join the steering arm permanently to the steering axle, by means of welding or by
casting it in one piece. This requires both the arm and the axle to have the same material, something
which not always is preferable.

6.2 Steering arm and steering axle connected through splined
axle
An alternative to a permanent joining of the steering arm and the steering axle is to let the turning
motion be transferred by splines instead. This is achievable by making splines in both the steering
axle and the housing to which the steering arm is connected.

6.3 Steering arm and vibration damper holder permanently
joined
The steering arm may be modeled in one piece together with the vibration damper attachments, to a
component which can be called upper suspension housing. This would lead to a more complicated
mold when it comes to casting, but on the other hand, leads to fewer components and a cheaper
assembly. This concept also provides more alternatives to how the vibration damper holder should
be designed in the best way in order to keep the stresses down but still save weight. The holder will
have to extend to the rear which means that some kind of beam is necessary. This beam may either
be u-shaped or i-shaped, depending on what performs best in the analyses.

6.4 Steering arm and vibration damper holder joined by screw
joints
Instead of making the whole upper suspension housing in one part, the vibration damping
attachment could be a separate part which is bolted to the steering axle housing. This reduces the
complexity of the geometries, but instead increases the number of parts leading to a higher assembly
cost. It will also expose the screw joints to high loads, making this solution questionable, as the
dimension of the screws would have to increase. Analyzing the screw joints using FEM is a bit more
complicated, since the screw must have the right pretension to work at all.
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7. Concept evaluation
7.1 Main concept evaluation process
The criteria’s used in this evaluation process are taken from the demands set on the components.

7.1.1 Elimination matrix
There are four different symbols to fill the cells with. These are explained below.
Table 1. Explanations to the symbols used in the selection process.

Symbol
+
?
!

Meaning
Yes, or Go in the decision column
No, or No Go in the decision column
Requires more information
Check to specification

Table 2. Elimination matrix for the main concepts.

Concept

1
2
3
4
5

Solves
main
problem?
+
+
+
+
+

Fulfills all
demands?

Realizable? Safe?

Economic? Comments

Decision

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
-

+
+
+
-

?
+
+
+
?

Unproven

Unproven,
complicated

Concepts 1 and 5 have been assigned a question mark regarding safety. This is due to the fact that
they don’t exist more than on the concept stage. There is no information regarding performance or
safety yet for these concepts. This also means that the cost to develop them is higher compared to
concept 2, 3 and 4. For this reason, the unproven concepts are eliminated from the selection process.

7.1.2 Relative decision matrix
Table 3. Relative decision matrix for the main concepts.

Solution alternatives
Criteria’s
A
B
C
D
E
Sum +
Sum 0
Sum Net value

2

Datum concept,
reference
-

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
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5
0
+
0
+
2
2
1
1

The criteria’s used in the matrix are explained more closely in table 4.
Table 4. Explanation of the criterias used in the decision matrix above.

Criteria
A
B
C
D
E

Explanation
Lightweight
Simple mechanics
Simple hydraulic system
Few parts
Reliable, safe

This selection process gives a concept that stands out as it has the highest net value. This requires all
the criteria’s to be weighted equal. In this thesis, there is no reason for the criteria’s not to be
weighted equal, as they all are important for the concepts to be successful.

7.2 Vibration damping concept selection process
The process of selecting the vibrations damping concept to proceed with involves the same steps as
above. In this case, the main problem is to reduce vibrations.

7.2.1 Elimination matrix
Table 5. Elimination matrix used to determine vibration damper concept.

Concept

Linear
Dampers
Rubber
Bushings
Active
Damping
Vibration
damping
material

Solves
main
problem?
+

Fulfills all
demands?

Realizable? Safe?

Economic? Comments Decision

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

The concept involving vibration damping material is questionable regarding the economic aspect. It is
unknown whether or not it is economic to choose a material which is capable of reducing vibrations
in order to reduce the total number of components. The material itself may very well be more
expensive than the cost of assembling more parts. For this reason, the vibration damping material
concept is eliminated. The same goes for the active damper solution. It has the capability to reduce
vibrations effectively, but in this application, it is overly complicated. The two remaining vibration
damper concepts are the rubber damper and the rubber bushing concept.
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7.2.2 Relative decision matrix
Table 6. Relative decision matrix, vibration damping concepts.

Criteria’s
A
B
C
D
Sum +
Sum 0
SumNet Value

Solution alternatives
Rubber damper
Rubber bushing
+
Datum concept, reference
0
0
+
2
2
0
2

Table 7. Explanation of the criterias used in the decision matrix above.

Criteria
A
B
C
D

Explanation
Flexibility
Weight
Serviceability
Economy
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7.3 Steering arm/bushing holder concept selection process
7.3.1 Elimination Matrix
Table 8. Elimination matrix used in the selection of upper suspension housing layouts.

Concept

Solves
main
problem?
+

Arm+axle
permanently
joined
Arm+axle
+
demountable
Arm+damper +
holder
permanently
joined
Arm+damper +
demountable

Fulfills all Realizable? Safe?
demands?

Economic? Comments Decision

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

To
complex
geometry

-

This elimination matrix is basically divided into two categories, one involving the attachment of the
axle to the arm, and the other involving the attachment of the vibration holder. Therefore, the upper
two and the lower two concepts are compared only between each other instead of all four
combined. The concept where the steering arm and the steering axle are permanently joined is likely
to be more expensive due to the complex geometry, and due to the fact the arm and the axle need
to be made out of the same material. For these reasons, the concept is eliminated. The two concepts
concerning the vibration damper holder is carried to the next step in order to determine which to
proceed with.
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7.3.2 Relative decision matrix
Table 9. Relative decision matrix used to determine vibration damping concept.

Criteria’s
A
B
C
Sum +
Sum 0
Sum Net value

Solution alternatives
Permanently joined
Demountable holder
Datum concept, reference
+
1
0
2
-1

Table 10. Explanation of the criterias used in the relative decision matrix.

Criteria
A
B
C

Explanation
Price
Weight
Serviceability
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7.4 Material selection process
The final step of the material selection process is done is the same way as the concept selections
above. The materials remaining after the limiting step are inserted into a relative decision matrix
where they are compared to each other based on the relevant properties. The properties used in the
matrix are density, price, strength, manufacturability, corrosion resistance and recyclability.

7.4.1 Relative decision matrix
Table 11. Relative decision matric used to select material.

Criteria’s
Strength
Density
Price
Corrosion resistance
Manufacturability
Recyclability
Sum +
Sum 0
Sum Net value

Al-alloys
Datum concept,
reference

0

Steels
+
+
0
0
2
0
2
0
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Materials
CFRP
+
+
0
2
0
3
-1

Zi-alloys
0
0
0
1
4
-4

8. Results
The results from the calculations are shown below.
The force of gravity:

The distance travelled per minute

converted to m/s:

The power if the engine converted to kW:

With losses:

Speed with losses taken into account:

The maximum achievable thrust possible:

The first system of equations resulted in the following loads:
,
The second system of equations resulted in the following loads:

The analysis of the moment around the steering axle resulted in:
(

)

(

)
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The concept evaluation resulted in the choice of concept 4 to proceed with. Every part of the concept
has been further develop and simulated using FEM, in order to verify the strength and to be able to
reduce weight.
All the components have been designed in order to have a uniform thickness throughout. This is
necessary in order to avoid problems during the casting process.

Figure 21. Basic CAD-drawing of the chosen concept, concept 4.

The chosen concept, concept 4 is shown in its earliest phase in figure 21 above. The main features,
such as the single, central tilt cylinder and the two smaller trim cylinders are visible.
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8.1 Material selection
The material selection process resulted in a couple of materials which are suited for the application.
Among these materials are different aluminium alloys, steels, and various composites. These
materials vary in properties such as density, strength, corrosions resistance and price. The final result
of the material selection is that aluminium is to be used as the bulk material. This was the best trade
off material where weight and price was weighed in.
The results from the first step of the material selection are shown in the charts from CES Edupack in
appendix a.
The more detailed aluminum selection resulted in a 319-F casting alloy. It is a general purpose casting
alloy with average properties regarding both yield and tensile strength. It is suitable in this
application due to its stability against impurities in the melt. The 319-F alloy is suitable for both sand
casting and permanent mold casting, which process to choose depends on surface finish demands
and manufacturing costs (Askeland et al. 2008).
The result from the material selection was used as input to the simulations.

8.2 Transom mount
The transom-mount has been widened at the top in order to make room for the hydraulic system
components, but have otherwise been made smaller in order to optimize and minimize the space
occupied. There are two axles running through the transom mount perpendicular to the boats
centerline, one at the top, through which the saddle is attached to be able to rotate. The other axle is
at the bottom of the mount, where the hydraulic cylinders are attached. This axle allows the
hydraulic cylinders to move with the saddle as it is tilted up and down.
Stops have been added at the bottom for the saddle to rest when it is trimmed in completely, but
also to avoid the outboard to travel further towards the boat in case the hydraulic cylinders lose their
pressure (see figure 22).
The final weight of each member of the transom mount is 3,8 kg, which is in the same area as the
competitors for an outboard in this size.
The transom mounts have been analyzed with a 30 kN downward force, which corresponds to the
maximum force acting on the suspension during acceleration. If all the other components can
withstand it, this force is taken by the lower axle case of the transom mounts. The analysis showed a
maximum stress of about 42 MPa von Mises, which is below the yield strength of the material (see
figure 23). The analyses started with a mesh size of 5mm, and converged at a mesh size of 2mm (see
figure 24).
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Figure 22. CAD-drawings of the transom mount. The load of 30 kN is applied where the black arrow points. The
constraints of the part are also shown as the angled lines along the inner surface of the transom mount.
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Figure 23. FEM-analysis of the transom mount.

Figure 24. Detail of the mesh used in the analyses.
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8.3 Saddle
The geometry of the saddle has been modified in order to fulfill the demands of trim and tilt angles.
The position of the trim cylinder rest and the position of the tilt cylinder axle have both been placed
specifically in order to allow free movement of the saddle. The trim cylinder rests are spherical, as
the top of the trim cylinders. This enables them to slide in the spherical rest and allows the complete
cylinder package to change its angle relative to the saddle as the outboard is trimmed.
The first draft of the saddle was too heavy, so the focus was aimed at making it lighter. The lower
part of the saddle has been stripped of unnecessary material, and the trim stops have been moved
up. Two ears have been added in for the steering arm to rest against when the steering angle reaches
30 degrees.
The saddle has been made lighter by removing material wherever it is unnecessary. This led to the
large cavities on the upper part of the saddle as well as the trim stops. The attachment of the tilt
cylinder is large, in order to meet the tilt angle, but at the same time no thicker than needed (see
figure 25). The final weight of the saddle is just above 10 kg. This is a reduction of about 8 kg from
the first draft and 2kg lighter that the same saddle without the cutouts. Analyses have been made
where the force from the engine during acceleration is applied to the tilt cylinder attachment. The
saddle was locked in the upper axle joint as well as the attachment for the tilt cylinder. This resulted
in a maximum stress of about 90 MPa (see figure 26). However, this stress was located at a sharp
edge, which in reality would have been less exposed due to the cylinder running through it.
Another analysis was made to examine the stresses in the trim cylinder rest, which transfer the
thrust to the transom mount and the boat. The thrust of 5 kN gave rise to stresses of about 45 MPa,
which is of no concern to the material (see figure 27). The analyses converged at a mesh size of 1 mm
(see figure 28).
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Figure 25. CAD-drawings of the final saddle design. Note the spherical rests for the trim cylinders. The forces used in the
simulations are applied at the arrows. The saddle is constrained in all DOF:s along the inner surface of the axial line, as
well as in translation in the upper mounting.
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Figure 26. FEM-analysis of the saddle. The focus is aimed at the area where the tilt cylinder is attached.

Figure 27. FEM-analysis of the saddle and the thrust transferred to the trim cylinders.
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Figure 28. Overview of the mesh used in the analyses of the saddle.
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8.4 Upper suspension housing
The upper suspension housing turned into a complex part, which involves several details. It was
chosen as the one to proceed with at the very last minute, after both concepts had been evaluated.
The steering axle was chosen to be demountable from the upper housing and to be splined in order
to transfer the steering motion. The concept not chosen regarding vibration damping mounting was
the one where the bushing holder was bolted in place by screw joints (see figure 29). That concept
was cut due to the complexity during maintenance and assembly, as well as the stresses in the screw
joints, which exceeded the yield strength of the material (see figure 30).
The concept chosen consists of the steering arm, a splined slot where the steering axle attaches, and
the rubber bushing holders (see figure 31 and 32). Both the steering arm and the bushing holder
have been analyzed and dimensioned to withstand the force and to be as light as possible.
The final design for the steering arm is a u-shaped beam, with a maximum thickness of 5 mm. It is
angled upwards to fit with the transom mount and to be able to attach the arm to the steering
linkage. The analyses resulted in a maximum stress of around 100 MPa at the weakest point at the
knee of the steering arm (see figure 33). The final mesh size was 2mm (see figure 34).
The two bushing are placed on different sides of the centerline, making the bushing holder in total
shaped like a claw seen from above. Each arm of the claw is u-shaped, with the opening facing out
from the outboard. This was the best design in order to keep the stresses within acceptable figures
and below the yield strength of the aluminium. The i-shaped beam resulted in higher stresses as well
as a tendency to fold. The highest stress in the u-shaped bushing holder was 160 MPa at a final mesh
size of 2mm (see figure 35 and figure 36). Higher local stresses were seen in the splined hole, but this
is due to sharp edges, and not relevant to the analyses. The i-shaped holder had a maximum stress of
255 MPa in the bulk (see figure 37 and figure 38). The weight difference between the two solutions is
about 50 grams, which is almost negligible, as the complete detail weighs around 3 kg.

Figure 49. CAD-drawing of the rejected screw joint concept.
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Figure 30. FEM-analysis of the screw joint. The stresses in the screws exceed the limit of what is accepted when the load
is applied.

Figure 31. Side view of the bushing holder, the load is applied where the arrow points. The moment is applied around the
steering axle attachment. The constraints are applied at the inner surfaces of the steering axle and the attachment hole
for the steering arm.
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Figure 32. CAD-drawing of the final design of the upper suspension housing.

Figure 33. FEM-analysis of the steering arm. The critical area is the knee of arm, where the highest stresses are observed.
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Figure 34. Detail of the mesh used in the FEM-simulations of the steering arm and bushing holder.

Figure 355. Detail of the FEM-analysis of the final bushing holder design. The u-shape is seen clearly.
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Figure 66. Overview of the combined bushing holder and steering arm component, same analysis as above.

Figure 77. FEM-analysis and overview of the rejected I-beam concept.

Figure 88. FEM-analysis of the rejected I-beam concept.
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8.5 Lower suspension housing
The final design of the lower suspension housing is controlled mainly by the weight of the
component. There is a long distance between the steering axle and the attachment of the bushing in
the outboard, which needs to be covered by this component. Therefore, the component is larger
than what would have been necessary if only the forces acting on it had been relevant (see figure 39.
The force applied resulted in stresses of about 20 MPa, which means that there is a large safety
margin until the yield strength is reached (see figure 40). The part could have been made much
lighter if the bushings were placed closer to the steering axle, which would decrease the volume of
the part substantially. Cuts have been made in the components to remove unnecessary material, and
to reduce the total weight.
The housing has been given a splined hole, where the steering axle is connected. This is hold in place
by a circlip. This is possible due to the upper bushing housing, which takes all the vertical loads.

Figure 99. CAD-drawing of the lower suspension housing. The loads are applied where the arrows point. The part is
constrained in all directions and rotational direction at the splined hole.
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Figure 40. FEM-analysis of the lower suspension housing.

The final design in total is shown in figure 41 and figure 42 below. The final weight of the complete
suspension is just above 32 kg.
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Figure 41 3D-view of the complete suspension in its final stage.
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Figure 42. Side view of the final design.
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9. Discussion
9.1 General discussion
Much of the focus of this thesis has been around keeping the cost down, as this has been one of the
most important demands set from the company. This is a development project which aims to reach
the market eventually, not a research project. This changes the conditions somewhat. Many
interesting concepts have been generated during the brainstorming sessions that very well could
have done the job successfully. Had this been a research paper, the possibilities of the different
concepts could have been thoroughly investigated in order to design a transom mount manufactured
in a vibration damping material. This would, however lead to high costs, and unfortunately, it is not
the focus of the company at the moment.
The concept selection processes have been done according to a method commonly used in design
processes. The selection has focused on the demands set and how well the different concepts fulfill
these demands. The downside with this method is that it requires personal opinions to be involved
during the ranking and comparing phases. This may lead to different results depending on the person
performing the selection process. As there are many concepts in different areas of the suspension,
the personal opinion of the person ranking the concepts affects the whole thesis and influences the
design to a big extent.
Regarding vibrations and vibration damping, the chosen concept relies on the rubber bushings which
isolates the engine itself from the transom mount. The bushing can be designed with a desired
stiffness to ensure that the vibrations really are reduced, and not only transferred to the mount.
With time, the rubber in the bushing will likely wear due to usage and age due to uv-exposure. This
means that there is a limited lifetime of the bushings before they will need to be replaced. Still, this is
likely to be a cheaper alternative compared to more advanced vibration damping concepts
mentioned earlier. Without the rubber bushing, this solution provides little or no vibration damping.
The material itself lacks the properties needed for this kind of vibrations, and could possibly suffer
damage from them. For this reason, it is important to maintain the bushings and replace them as
time goes by.
As the vibrations can alter in frequency depending on what rpm the engine is run at, it would be
desirable to have effective damping properties at more than one frequency. This would however,
increase the cost of the vibration damping properties unless the bushings are able to reduce
vibrations in a range of frequencies. This requires further studies in order to fully understand the
properties in different bushing and bushing materials.
The material selection process was very basic and consisted of only two steps. It was primarily done
in order to produce a list of possible materials to use in the suspension. In the first step, factors such
as castability, formability and moldability were used to eliminate materials unsuitable for cheap
manufacturing methods. This was done in order to get an image of what kind of materials that could
be suitable in this application to start with and to determine how to proceed. Once again, this is a
rough material scoping, in order to base the material selection on something. If more time was
awarded to the first step of the material selection part, the accuracy of the materials progressing to
the second step could be improved.
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The second step focused more on the remaining materials from the first step, comparing them with
each other and ranking them using basic material properties such as strength, density and price. This
resulted in a comparison between the materials where the strengths and weaknesses of each
material were listed. In the end, these strengths and weaknesses were summed up and the best
materials were chosen. Like the first step, this is a basic comparison, which gives a rough estimate of
what materials could be suited in the application. The steps taken are necessary in order to be able
to make a material selection at all, but would require further steps in order to pinpoint certain
materials. The next step in this process would be to weigh the properties to each other and
determine if it is more important to focus on price or weight. This is left to be done together with
MarineDiesel in order to get their input as to what is most important. This needs to be done in order
to fully be able to perform a material selection to use in the production of the suspension and to
carry the prototype into an industrialization process to prepare for serial production.
The scope of the material selection needed for the suspension could be something to base a thesis
on alone, which shows that the extent in this thesis is far from complete and that more work is
needed before final decisions can be made in this subject.
However, the results of this material selection show a couple of possible materials which are suitable
to use. This is a first step towards determining the material in the components, and is something to
further develop in cooperation with likely manufacturers of the components, where their expertise
regarding manufacturing is needed.
The loads used in the analyses are taken from estimates regarding the maximum achievable thrust
during acceleration. As this estimate is used to calculate the other forces, there is an uncertainty
regarding the values. There is also a risk that the uncertainty accumulates as one estimate is based
on another. However, the estimated thrust is higher than what is achievable in real life due to losses
in the gear boxes as well as due to limited propeller efficiency.
The loads are also based on the fact that the boat is intended to run at speed of about 50 knots, and
not to push large barges at 5 knots. This would mean that the thrust need to be higher in order for
the engine to be able to push the barges, while still delivering the same power output, and in turn
would mean that other propellers and gears probably would have to be used in the outboard.
The thrust is also used in the estimates of the moment acting on the steering axle, which is used in
the analyses of the steering arm, the steering stops and the upper and lower bushing houses. The
estimates are used to get an indication of what the components are exposed to and to decide what
to start from when it comes to the sizing process.
The FEM-analyses have been made in order to achieve believable results which can be used as a base
for further work. They have been done several times to increase the accuracy and credibility, and by
reducing the mesh until the stresses converge, the results could be considered credible.
The large number of parts and the number of analyses made on each part has led to a limit in time
possible to spend on each analysis in order to keep the time schedule. More time could have been
spent on every component in order to make it lighter and stiffer, as well as further evaluating the
other concepts. However, this is a first study on what possible solutions there are to this problem,
and the analyses made have shown that the chosen concept is realizable, and is something to
proceed with. The following steps in the proceedings involves making prototypes from which further
knowledge can be gained, as well as spending more time refining the analyses.
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As mentioned above, the loads in the analyses are estimates and used to get an indication of the
conditions the components work under. By making more advanced calculations and measurements
of the suspension, more accurate analyses could be made. This is something which could be further
investigated if there had been more time, or if someone else takes the work from here.
In general, this thesis provides a complete concept for a trim/tilt suspension, which involves many
components. It is important to emphasize that it is a concept and not a finished product, as this
requires much more work in many areas which hasn’t been concerned at all in the thesis, such as
certifications, test etc. in order to be allowed to put the product on the market.
Given this, the end result of this thesis could be considered successful, as the task grew with time.
Many small things evolved from the first concepts that had to be considered in order to reach the
goal. In the end, it is not complete, but it is a foundation for further work to start form.
Regarding manufacturability, all the components have been designed with this factor in mind. This
means that in the case of cast details, the wall thickness is fairly equal. This is to avoid difficulties
while casting such as uneven solidifying. However, it may be wise to further consult experts
regarding casting processes before the components are finally sent off to production.

9.2 Transom mount
The transom mounts are mainly designed to secure the outboard to the stern of the boat, but were
also intended to protect the hydraulic components place within. This is the reason for the large area
of the transom mounts in side view. There are different opinions in this matter, whether it is worth
adding more weight in order to somewhat shield the components from the seawater. However, as
this is intended to be a robust outboard, the first priority should always be reliability. In this case, the
added weight is compensated by the usefulness of the shields which protects the components from
saltwater. The overall weight of the transom mounts is small compared to other components, which
means that an increase of the weight here corresponds to a fairly small increase in the total
suspension weight. In order to save weight in an effective way, the heaviest components must be
listed and the focus must be aimed towards them. This way, you use the time given in a more
effective way, as working one week reducing weight on the saddle is worth more than working one
week on the transom mount.

9.3 Saddle
The saddle is the heaviest part of the suspension, much due to its complicated geometry. In terms of
loads and stresses, it could have been made much lighter. Unfortunately, it is not possible to remove
much more material from it without interfering with its functionality. Because of the many functions
of the saddle, the geometry is needed for it to perform as intended. The complex geometry increases
the manufacturing cost as there are a lot of details which need to be considered when making the
molds.
Regarding the weight of the saddle, if more time had been spent on the saddle, it would probably
have been lighter, as smarter designs could have been generated and evaluated. However, this is a
tradeoff as more time spent on the saddle would lead to less time spent on other components, which
also may need more attention.
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9.4 Upper suspension housing
The upper suspension housing is the part which has taken most time in order to fully design and
analyze. This is partly because it has the highest number of details needed to analyze, but also
because it is the part which stands out and differs most in comparison to other solutions on the
market. There are a lot of solutions which are unique for this outboard suspension, which means that
there are a lot of solutions which have taken time to design. Why other manufacturer has chosen
different solutions to the upper suspension could depend on a couple of things. One could be that
the different manufacturers follow each other closely, in order to always stay close to the top
segment in the market. Another reason could be that they simply find their solution to be working
fine and that there is no need for it to be redeveloped. They have no reason to reinvent the wheel.
Regardless of the reason, the solution presented in this thesis offers something new to the market,
just as the outboard developed at Marine Diesel does in general. If this is a good thing or not will be
clear after the first prototypes have been built and tested.
There have been many concepts regarding the upper suspension housing during the brainstorming
sessions of this thesis. Both the steering arm and the bushing holder were born from one of those
sessions and have since then been developed from several steps of simulations, during several
weeks. This has led to new ideas and redesigns, and in cooperation with colleagues at the company,
the best solutions have been selected and further developed.

9.5 Lower suspension housing
The lower suspension housing is far less complicated than the upper suspension housing, due to the
fact that it only carries loads in one direction. This makes it possible to design it while only
considering buckling as a failure mode. This leads to a higher credibility of the simulation results and,
in turn, makes it possible to reduce the material used as much as possible, without risking any
failures.
The fact that the load is one-dimensional also makes it possible to attach the lower suspension
housing to the steering axle using only a circlip. This wouldn’t be possible if there were loads acting
on the suspension housing in the steering axle’s axial direction, as it would deform the circlip and
slide off the steering axle.
For these reasons, much of the focus of this thesis has been turned away from the lower suspension
housing and instead been aimed at more complex and demanding components.
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10. Conclusion
Several different concepts were evaluated and thoroughly analyzed in order to assure that all design
criteria were met. In the end, concept 4 (with two trim- and one tilt cylinder) was chosen since it
provides manufacturability and low weight while keeping the stresses well below the yield point of
the material. In order to reduce the amount of vibrations a set of four rubber bushings, similar to
those mounted on a car engine, were mounted between the outboard engine and the boat.
The weight was reduced by making cutouts to remove unnecessary material based on the FEManalyses, and resulted on a final weight of about 32 kg. This is in the same range as the competitors,
but due to the different solutions developed in this project, it could just as well have been heavier.
The material chosen is an aluminium alloy suited for casting, since this is the manufacturing method
most likely to be used for these components.
The next step in the process is to manufacture a prototype of the entire suspension, in order to
further evaluate and test its functionality and, if necessary, to revise the design before it enters full
production.
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Appendix A
Material selection graphs. The first chart regards materials with good castability, the second chart
materials with good moldability, and the third regards materials with good formability.
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